Health Needs of Older Adults After Natural Disasters: A Systematic Literature Review
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Abstract

Background: Older adults are disproportionately affected by natural disasters. The literature on the health needs of older adults after natural disasters is limited.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to examine the existing evidence on the health needs of older adults after disasters. This systematic review of the literature was conducted to provide an overview of what is known about the needs of older adults after natural disasters.

Methods: An electronic search of the following databases was conducted: PubMed, Cochrane, ProQuest, Web of Science, Google Scholar, and HelpAge International. The final review included 27 articles that were analyzed using qualitative content analysis to identify the health needs of older adults after natural disasters.

Results: Limited and sparse literature exists pertaining to the health needs of older adults after natural disasters. In this study, six themes or features of health needs emerged: medical needs, psychosocial needs, assistance in activities of daily living, resources, informational needs, and protective needs. Furthermore, four categories including personal, organizational, socio-cultural, and disaster-related factors could affect the health needs of older adults after natural disasters.

Conclusions: Planning for older adults with diverse and special needs in disasters is very important. Health care providers should consider the older adult's health needs and capacities in the disaster recovery.
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1. Context

The population of older adults across the world is growing and this trend is remarkable in the 21st century. It is estimated that in the next 40 years, the elderly population will have doubled; and the elderly will account for 22 percent of the world’s population by 2050 (1). At the same time, the average annual incidence of natural disasters has increased from about 125 in the early 1980s to 500 in early 2006 (2). About 150 major natural disasters affected millions of people worldwide in 2015 (3).

With regard to the growth of the elderly population, disasters can lead to major challenges (4). Some factors such as reduced adaptability to heat, cold, sunlight, and humidity (5), social and economic limitations (6), reduced motor abilities, age-related declines in visual and auditory perception (7), and different reactions to dangers may increase the vulnerability of older adults to disasters. Moreover, some of the older adults need more time to process information and have delayed physical reactions (8). Given some degree of decline in cognitive capacity, high prevalence of chronic diseases, interruption of service delivery (9), physiological derangements like reduced cardiac output and increased blood pressure, impaired gas exchange in lungs, and decreased vital capacity, the risks of complications and serious problems in older adults are likely to increase (10). Some previous studies indicate that elderly people are the most vulnerable group in times of earthquakes or other meteorological disasters such as hur-
ricanes and heat waves. Meteorological disasters are caused by short-lived, micro to mesoscale extreme weather and earth’s atmosphere (11, 12). During the heat wave in Europe in 2003, fatalities were predominantly among older people (13). Older adults were also the least likely group to survive the Indian tsunami in 2004 (14). Moreover, 56 percent of all patients admitted to medical units after Hurricane Katrina were people older than 65 years (15).

Given the high number of deaths and injuries among the elderly, this population deserves special attention (16, 17). Likewise, according to human right laws, every person has the equal rights to protection (18). The first step towards protecting older adults is the awareness of their needs, which may differ from the needs of other groups in disaster situations (19). It seems that a major reason for the failure of disaster plans is the mismatch between the provided services and the needs of the affected population (20, 21). The present study was therefore designed to provide a synthesis of research on the health needs of older adults after natural disasters.

2. Methods

To identify the needs of older adults after natural disasters, we conducted a systematic review by conforming to the preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analyses (PRISMA) guideline.

2.1. Search Strategy

An electronic search of the following databases was conducted from October 2015 to May 2016: PubMed, Cochrane, ProQuest, Web of Science, Google Scholar, and HelpAge International. Of these, HelpAge International was used as a supplemental database. It has been identified as one of the most comprehensive resources for studies dealing with older adults in disasters. The search terms and keywords were selected after consultation with geriatric experts and disaster risk management experts. The references of relevant studies were assessed to identify any study that may have been overlooked due to the use of unusual keywords. We used the search strategy of PubMed as a model for searching other databases (Box 1).

The search strategies for PubMed were limited to articles published in English and involving human-related studies. In the ProQuest search, a combination of terms in the abstract was searched limited to the English language. For Cochrane, using the advanced search, data were limited to title, abstract, and keywords. While gathering information within Web of Science, the data were limited to the topic (TS) of the articles. Since the first article was published in 1992 (22), all databases had a publication year limitation from 1992.

2.2. Inclusion Criteria

All primary and secondary articles, summaries, and case reports linked with the health needs of older adults after natural disasters were included in this review. In addition, the included articles were selectively based on the following inclusion criteria, which have been designed by incorporating expert opinions and related literature.

2.2.1. Articles Pertaining to Studies Emphasizing a Natural Disaster Situation

A disaster situation is defined as a situation or event that overwhelms local capacity, necessitating a request to national or international assistance (23). The natural disasters included in the literature search as described in the international classification of natural disasters consisted of geophysical (e.g. earthquakes, tsunamis), biological (e.g. epidemics, insect infestations), and hydro-meteorological (e.g. landslides, extreme temperature, floods, and storms) disasters (24, 25).

2.2.2. Outcome Criterion

Studies involving the assessment of health needs of older adults following natural disasters were included. The concept of “need” covers all needs felt or expressed by older adults and professionals. It takes into account people’s capacity to benefit from healthcare programs (26).

2.2.3. Population Criterion

Older adults aged 60 or over, who had been directly exposed to natural disasters, only were considered. The age of 60 years is the threshold age for defining the elderly, as used by the world health organization (WHO) (2).

2.3. Exclusion Criteria

Non-English articles.

3. Study Selection

The preliminary literature search produced nearly 6,144 references. Initially, any duplication was discarded by the first author. Then, by assessing the titles of the articles, the articles that contained at least one of the inclusion criteria were chosen. Articles with at least one of the exclusion criteria were deleted at this stage. In the next stage, 74 articles were retained after reviewing their abstracts. The full text of these articles was assessed by the first author to
Box 1. PubMed Search Strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords relating to Disaster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Disaster OR “Natural Disasters” OR Disaster AND Natural OR Disasters AND Natural OR “Natural Disaster” OR crisis* OR mass emergency OR life event* OR traumatic event* OR environmental exposure OR calamity* OR mass accident)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AND Keywords relating to Need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Needs OR demand OR care need OR medical needs OR medical service OR medicine needs OR aftercare needs OR psychosocial needs OR practical needs OR logistic needs OR communication needs OR accommodation needs OR food needs OR financial needs OR information needs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AND Keywords relating to older adult</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Old OR Senior OR elder* OR geriatric OR aged OR “older adult”)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Limits: [Date of Publication: 1992–2016; English Language; Human]

determine their eligibility. This was done under the supervision of the second author (HR.Kh) of this research. Any discrepancy associated with the selection of studies made by the first two authors was resolved by consulting other authors. Finally, 27 studies were included in this review. The study selection flow diagram is shown in Figure 1.

4. Data Evaluation

The articles used in this review were classified based on the hierarchy of evidence recommended by Fineout-Overholt et al. (27). In this type of classification, the types of resources are classified between I and VII. The classifications are as follows: (I) systematic review or meta-analysis, which is the most powerful type of resource; (II) randomized control trial; (III) non-randomized control trial; (IV) cohort studies or case studies; (V) systematic review of qualitative or descriptive studies; (VI) qualitative or descriptive studies; and (VII) opinion and consensus.

5. Results

In this review, the searched articles belonged to types IV to VII. Out of the 27 selected articles, one was a non-randomized control trial-based study (3.7%), one was a cohort study (3.7%), four were reviews of descriptive and qualitative studies (14.8%), nine contained the opinions or consensus of authors and/or report of expert committees (33.3%), and 12 were qualitative or descriptive studies (44.4%).

A review of the existing studies revealed that the health needs of older adults are dealt with in nine studies conducted after natural disasters in the United States (33.3%).

5.1. Outcome Categories

In specifying the importance of relevant criteria and categorizing them, the results of these studies were primarily coded based on a qualitative content analysis method. This method can identify key patterns, themes, and categories. Six themes or features of health needs emerged: medical needs, psychosocial needs, assistance in activities of daily living (ADL), resources, informational needs, and protective needs (Table 1).

5.2. Medical Needs

The dominant theme in the existing literature was the medical needs of older adults. The theme relates to health needs of the body. This category contains two subthemes: pre-existing medical needs and medical needs arising from disasters.

5.2.1. Pre-Existing Medical Needs

Some older adults had pre-existing medical problems that needed routine services; for example, diabetic patients may need a special diet or routine medication. On the other hand, following disasters, some pre-existing medical problems may be aggravated (25, 31, 38, 42, 48). Pre-existing medical needs denote the management, support, and treatment of chronic diseases (such as cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, and high blood pressure), non-contagious diseases, and other pre-disaster health problems or their symptoms and signs. The findings of some studies showed that chronic diseases may interfere with older people’s ability to evacuate; for example, somebody with the chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) who is trying to go down the stairs may face difficulty in evacuating (32, 33, 38, 42). Moreover, chronic diseases can interfere with access to services after disasters; for example, a person with arthritis may have problems standing in line for access to services (32). Furthermore, some chronic diseases may have a role in activities of daily living limitations (38).
Prior to the disaster. Rather, they are caused by the disaster. These problems include different types of injuries (sprain or strains, fractures, lacerations), falling, trauma, dehydration, dangerous changes in blood pressure, physical impairment, lack of mobility, severe physical fatigue, headache, and stomachache (2, 15, 22, 32, 33, 40, 41, 43, 46, 49). Some studies reported the possibility of falling or injuries after evacuation (2, 22, 32, 33, 46, 49). Three studies included in this review reported that many of the injured elderly had disabilities (2, 22, 42).

5.3. Psychosocial Needs

Based on the explored concepts and our analysis of the literature, mental and emotional health needs and social needs define psychosocial needs.
5.3.1. Mental and Emotional Needs

It is accepted that the amount of change in mental and emotional status is related to natural disasters; the purpose of addressing mental and emotional needs is that this response is not in a manner that is out of proportion, extreme, or uncontrollable.

The review of the literature showed that post-disaster conditions could contribute to some issues such as leaving home, agitation, sleep difficulties, increased use of drugs or alcohol, lack of attention, guilt, doubt, and loneliness, which might call for psychological intervention (42). Some mental and emotional needs include the need for caring of mental disease, distress, confusion, being unable to speak, cognitive impairment, and need for supporting network and maintaining older adults' dignity (25, 29, 41, 42, 50).

5.3.2. Social Needs

The second important part of psychosocial health needs is social needs, which include a feeling of belonging and a feeling of mutual connectivity, the need to love and be loved, sympathy and support from others, help from others when needed, and healthy relationships with others (30, 32, 35, 45). Likewise, the literature showed that after a disaster, some of older adults face to fast, sudden, and unexpected changes within the community, which added to some factors such as loss of community venues and feeling of grief; these factors can increase the risk of social isolation (32).

5.4. Assistance in Activities of Daily Living (ADL)

This theme is mentioned in six studies and refers to the need for assistance in activities of daily living (ADL), which are defined as activities those are necessary to carry out an independent life, such as dressing, eating, walking, and getting up from the chair. This theme also includes the need for assistance in instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs), which are more complex activities requiring a higher level of autonomy and ability to negotiate the environment by shopping, repairing damaged roofs, and managing money after disasters (2, 7, 32, 34, 38, 51). Various forms of assistance in the activities of daily living have been mentioned in the literature such as the delivery of groceries to older persons who have moved into new areas, sending taxi for helping older adults in shopping or the other outdoor activities, such as help in negotiating for repairing or rebuilding their homes, selling, and buying (34).

5.5. Resources

Another derived theme in our analysis was resources, which can be described in four sub-themes: basic needs, financial needs, assistive devices, and human resource. Resources represent a human resource and the materials required by persons, communities, and organizations after natural disasters.

5.5.1. Basic Needs

Basic needs include safe water, shelter, and food. For example, food should be safe and compatible with the digestive condition of older adults (19, 39, 47).

5.5.2. Financial Resources

This type of needs include resources that help satisfy financial needs, such as monetary and non-monetary aids. An example could be the provision of job-related tools, such as seeds, traps, and agricultural tools in rural areas for older adults, as well as loans and mortgages. Some studies included in this review mentioned that many older adults could not access financial resources after disasters (7, 15, 34, 47).

5.5.3. Assistive Devices

Assistive devices encompass hearing aids, eyeglasses, wheelchairs, crutches, walkers, and other supporting technologies that help older adults perform tasks and activities that they might not otherwise be able to overcome well or at all (2, 22, 32, 33, 35, 39, 40, 42).

5.5.4. Human Resource

This need refers to trained service providers who have special skills for evacuating and displacing older adults (2, 29, 34, 36, 37).

5.6. Informational Needs

Informational needs are another deduced theme in our analysis, which includes two subthemes: access to information and tracking system.

5.6.1. Access to Information

This involves creating available and suitable messages related to risk awareness for use by older adults based on their capabilities and limitations (8, 34, 36, 46).

Information should be clear, up-to-date, and compatible with the level of education, culture, and language of older adults. Besides information about available services and what older persons can do for themselves after disasters, the combination of communication methods such as visual and auditory methods together should be applied with the elderly communications (34, 36).
5.6.2. Tracking System

The tracking system includes systems for identifying and tracking older adults after natural disasters. It also includes preparing an informational profile for each older adult. Studies mentioned several ways for tracking elderly after disasters such as registering the elderly in the initial contact after a disaster, using superannuation records and face-to-face communication, which helps identify, locate, and forecast the need for health supplies such as medication or assistive devices (8, 33, 41, 47).

5.7. Protective Needs

Protective needs encompass two subthemes and refer to standards of health care and older adult’s security.

5.7.1. Health Care Standards

This subtheme contains standards for considering the needs of older adults in disaster management plans and the tasks, standards for distribution of resources, moral or legal issues, palliative care (e.g. do not resuscitate [DNR]), and guidance in the form of a specialized triage.

5.7.2. Security Needs

Security needs refer to the need for protecting older adults from mistreatment (abuse, fraud, and exploitation). Some common instances of abuse include choking, slapping, pinching, and kicking (2, 8, 29, 31, 33, 37, 38). Some studies mentioned that mistreatment might not be reported in disasters. Four studies showed that the most prominent risk factor for mistreatment after disasters is a dependency on someone else in carrying out ADL (2, 33, 34, 37). Furthermore, some factors such as being older, belonging to poor socioeconomic status, and having serious health problems could increase the risk of mistreatment with the older adults following disasters (33).

5.8. Factors Affecting Health Needs and Recovery of Older Adults

In addition to the mentioned six themes, this review identified some factors that can affect the type and quantity of the health needs of older adults after natural disasters. These factors can either increase or mitigate the health needs of older adults. They may be categorized into four types, personal, organizational, socio-cultural, and disaster-related factors.

Personal factors refer to the social, psychological, and biological status of older adults. Factors such as the presence or absence of chronic diseases, general health status, age, gender, race, marital status, and education can affect health needs (2, 6, 29, 37, 41). In addition, biography and identity, past experiences, adaptation strategies, the rate of independence, socioeconomic status, and life skills also included in personal factors (8, 29, 37, 39, 42). For example, a relationship has been reported between disability and injuries in disasters; older persons with disabilities may have a slow initial reaction in their exposure to disasters. They may be unable to escape and need someone to help them, and their special needs may even be neglected (2, 22, 42). Women probably have a greater need to use services after natural disasters and in some communities, they are more deprived of meeting their social and economic needs. Single older adults may need more support, especially if they live alone (39). Homes of older persons may be less equipped and have a greater need for repair after disasters. Older adults living in remote and rural areas may face troubles in accessing relief supplies (34, 36, 47). Illiteracy or insufficient education may hinder fully understanding of written information and emergency messages (36). It seems poorer older adults live in unsafe houses and high-risk areas and they have fewer resources to prepare for disasters. They could be sicker and weaker than their peers who have higher incomes and more reliant on a public and charitable support (47). The type of disaster, its severity, and scope also may affect health needs (46). Socio-cultural factors such as religion, customs, and traditions, as well as values that characterize a society, can affect the types and quantity of health needs (29, 31, 46). Furthermore, the organizational attitude to aging and understanding of needs, the participation of NGOs, inter-agency cooperation, and coordination were common types of organizational factors (31).

6. Discussion

While the authors sought to understand the needs of older adults after natural disasters, there was one crosscutting observation relative to their capabilities and capacities. In fact, older adults comprise a diverse group, with an extensive range of competencies and skills. Their previous experiences and wisdom are helpful in achieving resiliency (50). Some of them can provide support of family and community to cope with and overcome difficulties related to disasters. Older persons with close ties to their community can be suitable volunteers in relief efforts and care for children and young women (48, 50). Some of the elderly can help their family economically. Young older adults retain their expertise and knowledge and can help in some roles such as teachers, nurses, and engineers. In addition, they can identify isolated older persons and care for them who are more vulnerable. They can also help identify local risks, hazards, and disaster risk-reduction strategies (34, 47, 48).
6.1. Medical Needs

Following a disaster, some problems can aggravate pre-existing medical needs. There are three main reasons for aggravating medical needs after natural disasters.

First, problems such as poor weather, lack of food and water, and stress are caused directly by disaster conditions (8, 22, 29, 33, 49). Second, problems related to an interruption in the continuity of medical services are an issue (25, 38, 42). Third, sometimes although services are available, emergency providers focus more on basic needs and there is ignorance or reluctance to deal with pre-existing medical problems (25, 29, 31, 37, 49).

The service provider should try to create a safe environment for older adults. They should also carry out environmental assessment and modification activities and provide assistive devices for older adults in a reasonable time (2, 22, 32, 33, 46, 49).

6.2. Psychosocial Needs

Another key theme was psychosocial needs. The reviewed literature generally showed two perspectives related to the psychological vulnerability of older adults and their related needs after natural disasters. The first perspective explains that older adults are more vulnerable following a natural disaster. Therefore, the majority of older adults may need psychological support (52-54). The second perspective indicates that older adults are more resilient related to their knowledge, skills, and experiences, which helps them learn effective coping strategies. Besides, they can support and comfort others who are experiencing a difficult situation after a disaster. Further research should be conducted on this subject (55-57).

Although we cannot ignore professional services, the most effective psychosocial support, especially in the early phases of the disaster, can be achieved by neighbors and the community. However, some activities such as family support of the elderly, reassuring, talking, face-to-face communication, maintaining some previous routines like choir, and intergenerational relationship can be useful for preventing social isolation (32-34, 50).

6.3. Assistance in Activities of Daily Living

Some studies indicated that one out of every four older people cannot carry out the daily activities independently after retirement age (58). After a disaster, some conditions, such as chronic diseases, declining sensory capacity, the poor performance of some organs, and compatibility disorders, can outweigh the impact of the disaster and create more dependency after the disaster (2, 32, 49).

6.4. Resources

An older person’s ability to walk and do other activities, as well as their vision and hearing, is likely to decline over time. It is possible that older adults need assistive devices. Furthermore, there is a relationship between the risk of fractures, sprains or strains, and laceration and the time taken to provide assistive devices to displaced older adults after disasters (22, 35, 39).

Additionally, resources include service providers who are familiar with the special characteristics of the older adults; these characteristics may limit their activity and capacity. For example, some older persons may face abandonment or delayed and dangerous evacuation after disasters; the elderly skin is very fragile and is dragging the body; thus, their skin may be scratched or damaged while evacuating (32, 33, 40). The staff should consider their characteristics when providing services after disasters (29, 33, 37). Moreover, they should meet the needs of older adults in ways that minimize their sense of dependence; this would help them rebuild their livelihoods and businesses (29, 34).

On the other hand, deprivation of resources among older adults after disasters can be related to the lack of elderly physical ability and lack of communication; some supporting mechanisms such as formal supporting mechanisms can be useful in ensuring the access of older adults to resources (9, 19, 32, 49).

6.5. Informational Needs

After disasters, the elderly may be confused, as they have to leave their familiar surroundings, people, and neighborhoods. Understanding the alerts or following instructions during disasters could be difficult for them; in particular, those who have heard problems or cognition disorders may also experience cognitive impairment after a disaster. Service providers should try to provide massages and alerts that best fit their abilities (8, 46).

6.6. Protective Needs

Vulnerability in older adults does not necessarily mean further damage if the vulnerability is compensated for with specific standards and thresholds (33). For instance, pod distribution can be a functional sample of the distribution standards. This is more useful than one-place distribution and leads to a lower distribution time (59). A recent study introduced a specific triage tool that triages older adults by examining four areas (cognitive state, medical needs, need for social services, and ability to perform activities daily). This is performed by a doctor or nurse and a social worker (15). Older persons are in need of changing policies from a needs-based approach toward a rights-based approach. Recruiting a gerontologist can protect the
rights of older adults and equality in various spheres of service delivery after disasters (25).

Likewise, mistreatment is an international social problem that requires urgent attention. The lack of public awareness and fear of repercussions can be a barrier to reporting mistreatment after disasters. There are three types of elderly mistreatments: abuse that imposes physical harm on the elderly or sexual assault, neglect or failure to provide services that supply basic needs like food and shelter, and exploitation by a caregiver who misuses the older adult’s money or resources for their own personal benefit (2).

6.7. Factors Affecting Health Needs

Older adults are a diverse group and have various and dynamically changing needs, which should be considered by emergency relief managers. As mentioned, four types of factors affect health needs: personal, organizational, sociocultural, and disaster-related factors. An emergency planner should keep these factors and various aspects of them in mind. For instance, although younger older adults may have different needs than their older counterparts, age is not the determining factor in disaster planning. The policymakers should also consider functional capability and impairments (37). Besides, the characteristics of the disaster can determine some health needs. High-impact disasters such as hurricane Katrina displaced over a million people. Thus, psychosocial support with regard to the evacuation was necessary for some older adults. This may not be necessary for other disasters (46). Some sociocultural factors can facilitate meeting health needs (29, 60) such as community ties or social empathy.

Some studies found that the use of medical services by women decreased when the doctor was male and the service delivery places were located far apart; likewise psychological services were provided only to women and children because the service providers believed men did not need psychological support. These traits also were related to sociocultural factors. Moreover, some values, such as the concerns about stigma (41) and the belief that younger people prioritize the use of services, were other sociocultural factors (36). Besides, in many countries, the family provides the majority of care, support, or in-kind for older persons, but organizations should not consider an almost total responsibility of families to support and care for older persons in disasters, since disasters may exert a lot of pressure on the patterns of family care and support (47).

Our study had several limitations. It excluded studies that were not in English, searched only in some databases, and included many narrative articles in this field. There are many research gaps in this field in developing countries. Only a small number of the studies were carried out in developing countries, even though disasters in those countries are most deadly and disruptive (46).

7. Conclusion

This study provides an important step in addressing health needs of older adults after a natural disaster. A comprehensive approach to planning for older adults after natural disasters should include the medical, psychosocial, informational, and protective needs, as well as assistance in activities of daily living and resources. Service providers need to consider personal, organizational, socio-cultural, and disaster-related factors that can affect the health needs of older adults after a natural disaster. More research is required because health needs may differ based on different cultures and contexts.
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